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Abstract 

Nanotechnology is a multidisciplinary technological and scientific field undergoing a rapid development.  In this 
paper, current applications of nanotechnology in food systems include pesticide delivery systems through bioactive 
nanencapsulations, biosensors to detect and quantify pathogens, organic compounds, other chemicals and food 
composition alteration, high–performance sensors and edible thin films to preserve fruit and vegetable. The paper 
conclude that it is necessary to do a thorough risk assessment of nano foods before they are released to the market. 
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1. Introduction

The word nano comes from the Greek for dwarf. A nanometer is thousandth of a thousandth of a thousandth of a 
meter (10-9 m). One nanometer id about 60.000 times smaller than a human hair in diameter or the size of virus, a 
typical sheet or paper in about 100.000m thick, a red blood cell is about 2.000 to 5.000nm in size, and the diameter of 
DNA is in the range of 2.50nm.Therefore, nanotechnology deals with matter that ranges from one-half the diameter of 
DNA up to 1/20 the size of red blood cell [1]. Nanotechnology has become one of the most promising technologies to 
revolutionize conventional food science and the food industry. Nanotechnology assisted processing and packaging has 
proved its competence in food systems [2]. Different preparation technology could produce nanoparticles with 
different physical properties. Thus they could be used in food [3]. However, not only is the public perception 
regarding this new technology uncertain [4], but also the regulation agencies have not yet reached an agreement on 
worldwide applicable rules [5]. Despite significant debate over the necessity of establishing new regulations for 
nanotechnology, United States Environmental Safety Agency, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, the 
Food and Drug Administration, the Health and consumer Protection Directorate of the European Commission, 
International Organization such as the International Organization for Standardization and the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development, as well as many regulatory respect to the potential risks posed by 
nanomaterial's [6]. Current scientific regulation of food nanotechnology is characterized by numerous uncertainties 
regarding risk characteristics. Functionality of food nanotechnology determines its range of applicability and 
nutritional value of food on the basis of its functions [7]. It is recognized that the biological properties of 
nanomaterial's largely dependent on their physicochemical parameters. Infact, the major links between 
nanotechnology and the food industry are enhancing food security, exchanges storage life, improving flavor and 
nutrient delivery, allowing pathogen, toxin/pesticide detection, and serving functional foods. In this paper, we focus 
on the aspects of the functionality and applicability of food nanotechnology, and the current progress in their 
regulation and safety assessment. 
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2. Safety assessment 

It is important to note that nanomaterial's,is owing to their increased contact surface area, might have toxic effect in 
the body that are not apparent in the bulk materials [8]. In addition, there might be potential and unforeseenrisks for 
their use in food-packaging materials.  

Despite this lack of regulation and risk knowledge, a handful of food and nutrition products that contain nanoscale 
additives are already being sold, such as iron in nutritional drink mixes, micelles that carry vitamins, minerals and 
phytochemicals in oil, and zinc oxide in breakfast cereals, in addition, nanencapsulations also allows direct contact of 
nanomaterials with humans through oral intake. SiO2 nanomaterials, one of the most used food nanomaterials, have 
been studied as carries of fragrances or flavors in food products [9-10]. Lipid-based nanencapsulations systems are 
also being developed to enhance the performance of antioxidants by improving their solubility and bioavailability 
[11]. However, the safety of nanencapsulation remains uninvestigated and calls for further risk assessment, 
particularly for long term toxicity. Nanoscale edible coatings have emerged as an attractive to preserve food quality, 
extend storage life, and prevent microbial spoilage [12], Allowing direct exposure of humans to nanomaterials. For 
instance, gelatin-based edible coatings containing cellusenanocrytals, chitosan/nanosilica coatings, chitosan film with 
nano- Sio2 and alginate/lysozyme nanolaminate coatings have been reported to preserve the quality of fresh foods 
during extend storage [13]. It should be noted that the ultimate rate and toxicity of nanomaterials in foods and food 
packaging depend on physicochemical characteristics and dose. Safe application of nanotechnology to the food 
industry requires through characterization and assessment in silico, in vitro, and in vivo [14]. Altogether, taking into 
consideration physical forces, asmotic concentration, pH, chemical factors, biological molecules, and commensal 
microbes, their absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, and ultimate toxicity could be quantified and 
evaluated for risk assessment [14-15]. 

3. Types of nanomaterials and nanostructure 

The novel properties of nanomaterials offer many new opportunities for the food industry [16]. Different types of 
functional nanostructure can be used as building blocks to create novel structures and introduce new functionalities 
into foods. These include: nanoliposomes, nanoemlsions, nanoparticles and nanofibers. [2] has described several of 
these structures, their actual and potential uses in food industry. According to the currently available information, 
nanomaterials used in food applications include both inorganic and organic substances. Engineerednanomaterials are 
likely to be found in nano foods product fall into three main categories: inorganic, surface functionalized materials, 
and organic engineered nano materials [17]. Inorganic nanomaterials for application in food, food additives, food 
packaging or storage include engineered nanomaterials of transition metals, such as silver and iron; alkaline earth 
metals, such as calcium and magnesium; and non-metals such as selenium and silicates. Other engineered 
nanomaterials that can potentially be used in food applications include titanium dioxide. Food packaging is the major 
area of application of metal oxide. Nanosilvers finding a growing use in a number of consumer products, including 
food and health food, water and food contact surfaces and packaging materials. Indeed, the use of nanosilver as an 
antimicrobial, antioxidant and a health supplement already surpassed all other engineered nanomaterials currently in 
use in different sector [18]. Amorphous nanosilica in known to be used in foods contact surfaces and food packaging 
application. Nanoselenium is being marketed as an additive to a green tea product, with a number of health benefits 
resulting from enhanced uptake of selenium. Nanocalcium salts are the subject of patent applications for intended use 
in chewing gums. Nanocalcium and nanomagnesium salts are also available as heath supplement. Nano-iron is 
available as a health supplement and is used in the treatment of contaminated water, where it is claimed to 
decontaminate water by breaking down organic pollutants and killing microbial pathogen. A soluble nanomaterial 
under development is nanosalt. This will enable consumers to cut down their salt intake, since small amounts will 
cover a larger area of the foods surface. Cola-tasting nanomilk and fat-reduced nano-mayonnaise are just two of the 
nanotechnology-based food products in Holland [19].  

 Surface functionalized nanomaterials add certain types of functionality to the matrix, such as antimicrobial activity or 
a preservative action through absorption of oxygen. For food packaging materials, functionalized engineered 
nanomaterials are used to bind with the polymer matrix to offer mechanical strength or a barrier against movement of 
gases, volatile components (such as flavors) or moisture. Compared to internationals, they are more likely to react 
with different food components, or became bound to food matrices, and hence may not be available for migration from 
packaging materials. The nanoclay mineral is mainly montmorillobite, which is natural clay obtained from volcanic 
ash/ricks. Nanoclay has a natural nanoscaled layer structure and is organically to bindto polymer matrices. The use of 
nanoclays in food packaging can help to develop materials with enhanced gas-barrier properties.  
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Organic nanomaterials are used in food, feed improved bioavailability of vitamins, antioxidants in the body, compared 
to conventional bulk equivalents. A wide range of materials are available in this category, for example food additives 
(eg, benzoic acid, citric acid, ascorbic acid) and supplements (eg, vitamins A and E, isoflavones, beta-carotene, lutein 
omega-3 fatty acids and coenzymes Q10). An example of an organic nanomaterial is the tomato carotenoid lycopene 
[20]. Proteins, fat and sugar molecules, as well as neutraceuticals consisting of food additives derived from plants, are 
example of organic nanomaterials. 

4. Potential food applications 

All organisms represent a consolidation of various nanoscale-sized objects. Atoms and molecules combine to form 
dynamic structures and systems that are the building blocks of every organism's existence. For humans, cell 
membranes, hormones and DNA are examples of vital structures that measure in the nanometer range. In fact, every 
living organism on earth exists because of the presence and interaction of various nanostructures [21]. Even food 
molecules such as carbohydrates, proteins and fats are the results of nano-scale level mergers between sugars, amino 
acids and fatty acids [22]. As it applies to the food industry, nanotechnology involves using biological molecules such 
as sugar of proteins as target recognition groups for nanostructures that could be used, for example, as biosensors on 
foods. Such biosensors could serve as detectors of food pathogens and other contaminants and as devices to track food 
products Figure 1. Nanotechnology may also be used in encapsulation systems for protection against environmental 
factors. In addition, it can be used in the design of food ingredients such as flavors and antioxidants [23]. Although 
nanotechnology can potentially be useful in all areas of food production and processing, many of the methods are 
either a commercial scale. For this reason, nanoscale techniques are most cost effective in the following areas of the 
food industry, development of new functional materials, food formulations, food processing at microscale and 
nanoscale levels, product development and storage [24]. Owing to the greater surface area of nanoparticles per mass 
unit, they are expected to be more biologically active than larger size particle of the same chemical composition. This 
offers several perspectives for food applications. Nanoparticles can, for instance, be used as bioactive compounds in 
functional foods [25]. Bioactive compounds that can be found naturally in certain foods have physiological benefits 
and might help to reduce the risk of certain disease, including cancer. Omega-3 and omega-6 fatty acids, probiotics, 
prebiotics, vitamins and minerals have found their applications in food nanotechnology as bioactive compounds [26]. 
In the food industry, several novel applications on nanotechnologies have become apparent, including the use of 
nanoparticle, as well as the development of nanosensors, which are aimed at ensuring food safety [27]. 

 

Figure 1 Application matrix of nanotechnology in food science 

5. Analytical food nanotechnology 

The analytical approaches have been subdivided into three groups: Separation techniques, imaging techniques, and 
characterization techniques. The recent progress made in analytical nanotechnology, as applied to the food industry 
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and to food analysis [28]. The electronic nose is a device that uses an array of chemical sensors tied to data-processing 
system that mimics the way a nose works. A new strategy for feature selection has been introduced to MS-based 
electronic nose applications [29]. Detection of fruit odors using an electronic nose has been reported [30]. Methods 
have been reported to estimate chemical and physical properties of pears from the electronic dose signal. The 
electronic nose could also be a useful and innovative tool to monitor strawberry aroma changes during osmotic 
dehydration. A typical nanosensor "electronic nose" can be used for quality control of milk during industrial 
processing. Nanotechnology-based electronic nose applications include: monitoring and control; more accurate 
volatiles measurement than measuring temperature and the time taken currently in backing to monitor product 
quality, quality assurance.  

Detection and characterization on nano delivery systems are an essential part of understanding the benefits, as well as 
the potential toxicity of these systems, in food. Scientists showed that for a sufficient characterization, the nano 
delivery systems need to be separated from the food matrix, for which high performance liquid chromatography or 
field flow fractionation are the most promising techniques. Subsequently, online photon correlation spectroscopy and 
mass spectrometry proved a convenient combination of techniques to characterize a wide variety of nano delivery 
systems [31]. The detection and characteristics of engineered nanoparticle in food has been reported [32]. 

6. Nano food 

Nano foods describes food that has been cultivated produced, processed or packaged using nanotechnology 
techniques or tools, or to which nanofactured, nanomaterials have been added. A nano food has, in fact, been part of 
food processing for centuries, since many food structures naturally exist at the nanoscale. The purpose of nano food 
it's to improve food safety, enhance nutrition and flavor and cut costs. Although nano foods is still in its infancy, 
nanoparticles are now finding application as a carrier of antimicrobial polypeptide required against microbial 
deterioration of food quality in the food industry. A coating of starch colloids filled with antimicrobial substance, such 
that if microorganisms grow on the packaged food they will penetrate the starch releasing the antimicrobial agent 
[33]. The benefits of nano foods, for instance, include health promoting additives, longer shelf-lives or new flavor 
varieties. The current nanotechnology application in food science providesthe detection of food pathogens, through 
nanosensors that are quick, sensitive and less labor-intensive procedures. 
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